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Amsterdam, 20 July 2012 

 

Dear Colleague, 

 
Re: Shell/Greenpeace, (your reference 20537514) 
 
 

I write in response to your letter of earlier today on behalf of Shell Nederland 
Verkoopmaatschappij B.V. and the related companies it represents, in which you express 
Shell’s concern at actions that pose a threat to health and safety, and request an undertaking 
from Stichting Greenpeace Council (hereinafter Greenpeace International or GPI) to refrain 
from any further actions. 

Greenpeace has a forty-year tradition of peaceful protest and non-violence is one of our core 
principles. Activists are highly trained and safety is the number one priority during any direct 
action, a fact that has been frequently recognised by courts in various jurisdictions.  

After learning of media reports in which Shell claimed that actions at petrol stations in the UK 
had been conducted in an unsafe manner, GPI promptly sought - and received - assurances 
from Greenpeace UK that these reports, including allegations that live electrical wires were 
cut, were not correct. Should Shell have specific and detailed information on instances of 
actions that put Shell staff or bystanders at risk, we urge you to share it with us. In the 
absence of such evidence, we urge Shell to refrain from any further unfounded and 
potentially defamatory statements regarding unsafe conduct during actions.  

While we completely agree that protest should be peaceful and safe, the same applies to 
industrial activity such as that undertaken by your client. Shell’s pursuit of oil in the Arctic is 
reckless and dangerous in the extreme. The High North is one of the most pristine 
environments left on Earth. It is home to species of plant and animals found nowhere else, 
whilst Indigenous communities have lived in harmony with nature there for millennia. All of 
this is now under threat due to Shell’s intention to open the ‘Arctic frontier’.   

The Arctic is crucial to the long-term health of the global climate, but the region is undergoing 
fundamental and rapid change because of man-made climate change.  Sea-ice is entering 
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what scientists are calling a “death spiral”.  Besides the impact that our on-going dependency 
on high-carbon fossil fuels has on the Arctic, drilling in this unique and remote region is 
fraught with dangers. 

The Alaskan Arctic where Shell plans to drill this year is an extreme and hostile environment, 
where the sun does not rise for months on end and where high waves, hurricane force 
winds, dense banks of fog and extremely low temperatures are commonplace. Scientists 
agree that there is no effective solution to cleaning up oil spilled in ice, whilst traditional 
methods of physical containment and removal of oil do not work in even moderate ice 
conditions. Despite its claims to the contrary, Shell – and the companies that may follow its 
lead - would be completely unable to deal with an accident in the far north. 

A key part of Shell’s oil spill response fleet recently failed US Coast Guard safety tests, whilst 
its drillship Noble Discoverer ran aground whilst at anchor in the calm waters of Dutch 
Harbour, Alaska, hundreds of miles away from the more challenging waters of the Artic. Shell 
has refused to test a new Arctic sub-sea containment device to cap leaking wells in ice 
conditions, even though the Arctic waters in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas where it plans to 
drill are witnessing levels of summer ice encroachment not seen for decades. Questions 
have recently been raised by the US Coast Guard about the efficacy of chemical dispersant 
Shell plans to use in the frigid seas off Alaska. The company is also trying to water down 
official air quality permits for its polluting Arctic rigs. In short, if Shell were genuinely 
concerned about health, safety and the environment, its first step would be to cancel its 
Arctic drilling plans, rather than threatening and taking repeated legal action against those 
who oppose it.  

Greenpeace International is unable to provide the undertaking you seek. In contrast to Shell, 
Greenpeace is not a top-down organisation with international headquarters that closely 
control the activities of subsidiaries in various countries. The Greenpeace National and 
Regional Offices (NROs) operate in an independent way in carrying out global campaign 
strategies. Although GPI develops and coordinates these global strategies at a general level, 
specific actions such as the ones mentioned in your letter are not planned or executed by 
GPI, nor does GPI have any authority to veto them. Concerns about these actions can be 
taken up with the NROs in question. We believe Shell is already aware of this given its 
decision to seek an injunction against GPUK. Furthermore, GPI is a stichting and thus does 
not have any members. 

The structure of Greenpeace is explained fully on the GPI website at 
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/about/how-is-greenpeace-structured/.  

 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 

 
 
Jasper Teulings 
General Counsel / Advocaat 
Greenpeace International 
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